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November 2016 — Newsbrief
Welcome to my 4th newsletter, a little later than intended. eReferral participants continue to grow in
number, see below for the latest inclusions as well as a bit of a note on how we can all help this work.
November has also seen a minor PenCat update, as well as a further spotlight on the MyHR through
the release of the Health Care Homes information.

eReferral

Momentum continues to build with the number of ereferrable specialists continuing to grow.
This month’s changes are as follows:
Dr Jane Zochling
Dr Hilton Francis
Dr Deborah Speden
Dr Malcolm Turner
Dr Frank Nicklason
Tammy Harvey
Tim Greenaway

Rheumatology Tasmania
“
“
“
Tasmanian Community Clinic
“
Relocated Interstate
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Receiving Specialist Reports
We continue to make great strides in this area with currently over 6000 messages a month being sent
electronically from Specialist rooms to General Practice statewide. The savings in time, paper handling and
scanning etc are obvious to see. I do however sometimes get enquiries from specialists who say that a
practice cannot find a letter, despite the specialist having received an electronic “confirmation” message
from the general practice system.
Experience tells me that 98% of the time a practice cannot find a document from the hospital or a specialist,
it is usually in the GP system somewhere. In order to keep this excellent, largely sector driven improvement
going, it is important that practice staff know how their systems work when it comes to processing
electronic messaging. This includes things like:


Knowing the signs that the Healthlink program may have stopped or crashed



In MD knowing that incoming letters are stored in Documents, but may have
inadvertently ended up in Letters or Results.



In MD knowing the relationship between the Holding File and Actioned Items, and
being comfortable with the use of the Filters and search buttons.



In BP knowing about Incoming Reports and Unallocated Items



In BP for a multi location practice, knowing that GPs may have multiple in-boxes

Being comfortable with our systems will increase confidence in this progress across the board. As always,
I’m happy to assist staff with training or information.

PenCat

The November update of PenCat contained a few enhancements including:


A new filter for First Visit Date



Child Paediatric charts for Height/Weight/BMI



Stroke Risk Graph



Familial Hypercholesterolemia as a new filter condition
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MyHR

Over 4.3 million Australians have a MyHealth record now, with nearly 9 and a half thousand health
providers connected to the system. Full statistics are available here.
I’m told that the RHH has recently started to upload pathology results to the MyHR, and they have been
uploading Discharge Summaries for those with an MyHR for quite a while.
I’m also told that work has recently commenced on a project to enable hospital physicians to view the MyHR.
While I have no detail, the news that work is being done on this missing link is greatly encouraging.
Information around the upcoming Health Care Homes program outlines that all patients participating will
need to have a MyHR.

Templates

The following templates were created this month, and are available in MD or BP format here:
 Tasmanian Community Clinic Referral form
 MRI Request form—THS-South
Apparently some GPs have been asking about a referral form template for Mr Srini Yellapu. There has
been one in existence since 2009, and it can be found here:
As always, let me know if you need assistance importing templates, or would like any others created.

MD

Searching Progress Notes
You can search the contents of encounter notes for previous visits using the Search button
provided under the previous visits section.

Simply type in the word you want
and the search will scour all of the
previous encounter notes for that
word. Every visit that contains the
word will be highlighted in red.

Searching Documents\Letters\Results
Similarly you can search the bodies of any of your electronic correspondence, using the button on the bar.

MD will take a moment to index the documents, and then you can type in your search word. All documents
containing the word will be highlighted in Yellow.
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BP

Searching Past Visits
It is easy to search the previous encounter notes in Best Practice for a given word. Click the button as shown
below and type in the word. Any visits containing the word will be highlighted in Red.
Note also the ability to filter the visit list by either Reason for Visit or Provider name.

Flagging as eReferrable
You will probably know how to set up a specialist in the address book for referral via Healthlink, but you can
make it even clearer to the referring GP, that the specialist is enabled this way.
In the physical address part of the Contact details, there is a checkbox labelled Accepts CDA Referrals. If you
check this box, when a referral is being generated, a green star will appear alongside the clinicians name in
the contact list, flagging their ability for ereferral.

Run all Checks—Lava Update
GPs will be used to the automatic checks that occur whenever a script is written, or new allergy information
is entered. Now you can initiate these checks manually at any time, by clicking the Run all Checks button, that
is visible on the Current Rx screen.
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